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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:  BILLY ANDRADE 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 
 
 
DAVE SENKO:  Billy, welcome, your first visit to Naples for this event.  What's your 

experience playing here in Naples?  
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  I've done a few outings here and I played over at Calusa Pines 

over in December, they had a little pro-pro there.  That was quite nice.  Yeah, I'm just 
excited.  I have to downplay it, but I'm just very excited that I'm here and not in Atlanta 

at home today because it's I guess an absolute mess up there. 
 

Q.  Well, how was your initial start when you look back last week, how that 
went?  
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  I'll tell you, I was overwhelmed at how I was treated by my peers.  
It was really something.  Everybody with open arms, everybody with hugs.  I haven't 

seen a lot of these guys for a long time.  That was not shocking, but it was 
overwhelming the support, how everybody is so friendly and how everybody says 

you're going to just really enjoy this next career -- the next part of your golfing career.  

From that standpoint it was fabulous.  I really -- it made me think back to when I was 
a high school kid going to the Golf Digest pro-am in Newport, Rhode Island, and 

seeing Sam Snead and Bob Goalby and Miller Barber and Dale Douglass and all 
those guys playing there and it just makes me want to thank them, that now I have an 

opportunity to do something that they had started back in 1979, 1980 when I was a 

kid.  I never thought 15, 20 years ago when I was playing the TOUR, jeez, I just hope 
the Champions Tour is around, is it going to be around when I turn 50, and it was 

such a long ways away.  This Tour is very vibrant, it's very good, the scoring last 
week was incredible.  I knew that coming in here, talking to enough players that you 

had better be ready on Friday morning.   
 

Now, from a golf standpoint, I'll say that I was really confused with Friday.  Saturday 

felt like Friday, Sunday felt like a Saturday, and Saturday on the PGA TOUR is 
moving day, that's where you're going to get yourself jockeying in position to win the 

tournament.  I shot 70 on Sunday and they told me I've got to get out of here, the 
tournament's over.  I'm not used to that.  That adjustment is going to take maybe a 

little bit.  I haven't played much.  I played as much as I could last year and I didn't get 

a lot of starts on the TOUR, I played a few tournaments.  So just my competitive 
nature and getting into the scoring, getting into the routine I think is going to come.  

You obviously want it to come quick but I was pretty happy with the way I hit the ball.  
I didn't really putt great last week but that's okay, and I'm looking forward to getting to 

know this course a little bit and today was my first go-round.  I practiced a little 
yesterday on the front nine, so that's the one thing that guys have on me, they've 

played here before and I haven't.  I'm just happy to be here and excited and just love 

being a professional golfer again. 
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DAVE SENKO:  Anyone in particular you leaned on just to find out about this Tour?  
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  Yeah, I think Jay Haas probably the most, he talked to me the 
most about it.  Peter Jacobsen a little bit.  I didn't ask any advice when I was at the 

Callaway in November, Tommy Armour gave me a handful.  Just talking to different 

players, just knowing that you have to be ready Friday morning.  That's the other 
thing, it's like Friday morning out here is like Friday morning on the PGA TOUR, 

you've already played your Thursday round and your and you're going to light it up on 
Friday.  Seeing Michael Allen shoot 60, I don't care where you're playing, that's pretty 

low, that's pretty awesome golf and hats off to him.  He's had a great career out here. 
 

Q.  Billy, I was wondering you mentioned Michael Allen and Fleisher and 
Quigley.  
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  Bruce Fleisher, also had a nice chat with him.  Where was that?  
Was that at the Callaway?  No, I did a thing in Tampa for Gary Koch.  Bruce Fleisher 

and I sat down for a long time, he gave me some great advice. 

 
Q.  When you see these guys where for some of them it was a struggle on the 
PGA TOUR and then they've just nailed it on the Champions Tour, do you see 
this as a chance for either as a second chance or to jump-start your career? 

 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Absolutely.  Looking back on my PGA TOUR career, I didn't have 

a whole lot of regrets.  I have a few, I maybe could have won a few more 

tournaments.  I didn't make the Ryder Cup team, I was close a few times.  Those 
would be my regrets.   

 
To come out here now and say, okay, well, I won four times over there, I won a few 

other tournaments, but now you can look at the Russ Cochrans and the Michael 

Allens and they're inspirations that they got the focus and they're playing great golf.  
Yeah, this is what this opportunity's all about, is to see how good I can get again.  I 

took a nice break from the TOUR and did some television and that was fun.  I was 
struggling a little bit at 45, 46.  I was thinking, you know, I don't want to come to the 

Champions Tour struggling with my game, I want to come fresh.  Doing the TV was 
great and I enjoyed it, but this past year I retired from that just to work on my game to 

get ready for this. 

 
Yeah, looking at those guys and seeing -- Dana Quigley is another, didn't do much on 

the PGA TOUR and he had a wonderful career out here.  Yeah, those guys, you're 
not judged I guess when it's all said and done and you're getting ready to call it a 

lifetime, but you can have a great PGA TOUR career, you can have an okay one, 

doesn't matter now.  Now I'm 50 and it's about seeing how good I can get playing 
against these guys. 
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Q.  Like yourself, Michael, when I just talked to him, mentioned that he went and 
worked outside of golf for a few years and his comment was, I realized how 
hard it is to earn $100,000 when you're not playing golf.  I'm wondering if being 
away from golf, even though you were an analyst, if it changed your 
perspective?  And he said he found it fun again.  I don't know if that's what you 
found? 

 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Yeah, I think so.  I think maybe the last few years of my playing 

career wasn't fun.  You're struggling, you're missing cuts and you go home and your 
kids say, Did you miss the cut again?  Yes, I missed the cut again.  Gee, dad, I went 

to Wake Forest golf camp and that Webb Simpson, he's the greatest thing in the 
world.  Well, I was Webb Simpson back, you little.  He had the Arnold Palmer 

Scholarship.  So did I.  My kid doesn't know that.    

 
Q.  To him you're like an antique.  
 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Yeah, exactly. 

 

Q.  Your perspective, did it change? 
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  Yeah, absolutely.  I followed Tiger Woods and Phil Mickelson the 
three years I did TV.  I did a couple out here.  I think the biggest thing is we make it so 

incredibly -- we think that everyone else is making every single putt and hitting every 
single shot perfect, and watching those guys play, it's not about perfection.  

Occasionally they'll hit an unbelievable shot, but they're just very consistent and they 

chip so well.  Chipping was something I realized, wow, these guys miss the green, 
they just chip it up really close.  Just probably not putting so much pressure on 

yourself, enjoying it.  That's what this Tour is more about is having fun and being 
competitive and trying to win obviously.  But Tom Lehman, I saw him at the Memorial 

right after he won the U.S. Senior Open I think it was, did he win his first week out? 

 
DAVE SENKO:  No. 

 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Okay, his first tournament win was a major, then he played at 

Memorial and I talked to him about it.  I said, So what's it like?  He had a great 
comment.  He said, We've already proven ourselves as players on the regular TOUR; 

it's all about having an edge to be a great player.  Then out here it's like everyone has 

proven themselves and out here it's just you go from week to week and you have fun 
with your friends, and if you get it going you have a chance to win and it's just a 

different vibe.  It's something that's nice to see, especially at our age. 
 

Q.  Brad also being out here, what's that going to be like?  I don't know how 
much he's planning on playing.  You guys go way back, I guess? 
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  We do.  It's great to be back out and seeing him and all that.  It's 
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great to see all these guys.  I'll just put him with everybody else.  I see him some in 

the summertime when we're up in Rhode Island together.  Yeah, it's going to be fun to 
maybe have him buy me dinner finally. 

 
Q.  You mentioned the great reception you got.  What were you expecting? 

 

BILLY ANDRADE:  I didn't know.  I mean, for six months I've been answering 
questions to everybody that's asking every question about the Champions Tour and 

I'm like, I don't know, I haven't been out there yet, give me a good solid few months to 
be able to tell you what it's like.   

 
I had no idea.  I didn't think about it.  I knew I was coming out and then you start 

seeing old friends that you haven't seen in a long time.  Tom Purtzer, he's like a big 

brother to me and I haven't seen him in forever.  Just the reception from everybody.  
Tom Lehman drove over from one hole to another during the pro-am last week and 

gave me a big hug and said, Welcome.  He didn't have to do that.  There's little things 
like that with everybody.  Olin Browne, he's the only one, he's an evil man.  Other 

than that, everyone else was just fantastic.  He's just got an evil streak and there's 

something wrong with him.  He said something about hazing.  I'm going, Really, 
Owen?  Hazing?  Come on, let it go.  I love him to death, so this is all fun. 

 
Q.  And Tom Watson playing this week, your thoughts on that? 

 
BILLY ANDRADE:  Well, when I was a young player -- I saw Andy North at Jack 

Nicklaus' house the other night at this outing we had at Palm Beach and I was telling 

a friend of mine that was with me I played practice rounds my rookie year, all the 
years that Tom played, I would ask him, Are you playing next week, what's your -- I 

want to know his schedule because his caddie and my caddie were best friends.  But 
I wanted to know his schedule where he was going to play and say can I play a 

practice round with you.  So every Tuesday at 8:30 it would always be Andy North, 

Tom Watson and I slid in there.  I learned so much from him and I think guys like that, 
when you're a college kid and now all of a sudden you're playing practice rounds with 

Tom Watson, unless you're just an absolute imbecile, you're going to get better just 
hanging around and playing with him, watching him, and all that is what I think what 

made me a pretty good player back then.  I haven't seen him yet this week, but he'll 
say something, he'll get me.  Just like Nicklaus the other day, he was dumbfounded 

that I was 50.  Then he said, What did you shoot?  I said I shot a couple under last 

week, and he said, That's terrible.  Well, I know, Jack, it's terrible.  I'll get better.  It's 
pretty funny. 

 
Q.  You mentioned Tom Watson.  You mentioned watching Tiger and Phil.  Was 
there something about Tom as far as either his presence or consistency that 
really struck you at all? 
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  All that.  I think when you're a young player, I would tell any 
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young player who comes out on the PGA TOUR, try to seek out the best players 
and play a practice round with them because you're going to get paired with 
them eventually if you think you're good enough, and then when you do that, 
you're not starstruck and you're not like, Oh, my gosh, I'm playing now with 
Phil Mickelson, I've never played with him, I've looked up to him my whole life.  
Playing practice rounds with Watson, Ben Crenshaw, guys that I watched on TV 
that I idolized and I loved, now you've become friends with them so that when 
you get into that competition and you're paired with them -- you're not going to 
get paired with them the first two days obviously because you're playing with 
rookies and qualifiers, but if you get paired with them on Saturday or Sunday, 
you want to be ready.  You learn from the best.  I think that would be my advice 
to any kid.  Jason Dufner did it with Vijay Singh.  Jason Dufner came out, he 
lost his card, he was gone for a few years, he came back and all of a sudden I 
started watching this kid, he seeked out Vijay and he played practice rounds 
with him all the time.  Next thing you know this guy's a major winner and a 
helluva player and I guarantee you that has something to do with it.   
 
Q.  Did that scenario come about where you did play with Tom in a 
tournaments? 
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  Yeah, it did, Honda Classic, Eagle Trace, last round, a couple 
three, four shots back, so it was my first real time in this situation.  On the first tee the 

guys says, 36 time PGA TOUR winner, five time British Open champion, two time 
Masters champion.  He went through almost his whole resume, and Tom wanted to 

hit and getting ready to go, and the guy keeps going and going.  And then the guy 

goes, Billy Andrade, Bristol, Rhode island, hurry up and hit, you guys are already 
behind.  It was the fastest tee shot I ever hit in my life and it was just so depressing, 

he couldn't say anything about me because I didn't do anything yet.  It was a little 
overboard for Tom, but it was funny.  

 

DAVE SENKO:  Thanks, Billy. 
 

BILLY ANDRADE:  Thanks.   
 


